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REMBRANDT
New Colours 2017
Resin
No
Black
Blue
Red
Black to Black
Purple
White
Grey

History
Visconti has taken inspiration from a famous painter of the XVII century: Rembrandt Harmenszoon
van Rijn, better known as Rembrandt.
He was a master like anybody before in representing the fusion between earthly and spiritual life.
He was able to transfer this vision on his paintings with a masterful use of the colors; the so called
"Chiaro e Scuro technique".
Its technique has been interpreted from Visconti by carefully selecting beautiful colorful resins
with brushes of colors that make every pen unique, like only a real masterpiece could be.

Note
The Rembrandt has a unique magnetic closing system which makes it very easy to open and close;
differently from the normal "snap" system it does not become loose with the time being.
It is enriched with a dedicated metal ring decorated.
On the cap the famous My Pen System, allowing to each regular pen of Visconti to be personalized.
The clip is unique to Visconti and reveals the origin of the brand as it takes inspiration from the
Ponte Vecchio (Old Bridge) in Florence.
Shape and dimensions make it the perfect collection to be used every day.
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It has been thought for young generations of writers, who want their sign to become a distinctive
symbol, that want to live a mark in their own history.
On 2017 Visconti has introduced four new colors inspired from the new fashion trends: metallic
pearl grey, purple, back to black, marble white.

Technical Features
Writing

Fountain pen, Roller, Ballpoint, Pencil

Pen Size

Regular

Nib
Point

St. Steel, Small, Decorated with its unique design
F, M, B

Filling System

Cartridge /Converter

Colours STD

Bright Blue
Bright red
Bright black

Colours 2017

Metal Trims

My Pen System

Box

Marble bright white
Purple
Pearl grey
Plain bright black
Palladium
Ruthenium
the top of each pen displays a circular metal Visconti logo as
standard, held in place with a strong magnetic force.
The logo can be removed and be replaced with one of the following
elements: Initials, Zodiac Symbols and Natural Stones.
Box-1
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